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STAHDARDIZATION OF THE (111,RAL APTITUDE TEST BATTERY
FOR

COPY HOLDER -209.588
PROOFREADER 1 209.688

s-lon.

Summary

Tho Goneral Aptitudo Test Battery, B-1002A, was administored to two samples

of proofroom workors. Tho Stato in which tho sample WAG obtainod, tho ()eau-
pation(s) covorod, tho numbor includod in tho final oxperimental sample and

tho type of critorion used for validation purposes aro sholm belaa for each

sample.

Stato D.O.T. Title N Critorion

Ponnsylvania: Proofroaderi:208.688
Tennessee 'Copy Holder Cl9.5-88

Proofroador

57 Work sample
48 Descriptive Rating Scalo

Data for tho two samples were analyzed soparately and in combination. On

tho basis of tho statistical and qualitative analysis of tho data, Apti-

tudos G-Intelligenbo, V-Nerbal Aptitude, P-Form Perception and Q-Clorical

Porception were selected for inclusion in the tost norms.

GATB Norms for Copy Holder 209.588., Proofreader 209,688
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TABLE I

Minimum Acceptable Scores on B-1001 and B-1002 forS-1013
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Effectiveness of Norms

The data in Table IVC indicate that 21 of the 34 poor workers,.or 62 percent

of them, did not achieve the minimum scores established as'cutting scores on

the recommended test norms. This shows that 62 percent of the poor workers

would not have been hired if the recommended test norms had been used in the

selection process. Moreover, 53 of the 66 workers who made qua1i4ying test

scores, or 80 percent, were good workers.



OMB

TECHNICAL REPORT

I. Problem ,

Thin study was conducted"to determine the best combination of aptitudes and
minimum scores to be used as norms on the General Aptitude Test Battery for

the occupations of Copy Ho1der209-588_, Proofreader 239.688 and

II. Samples

This study is based on two samples of employed workers. The distinction
between the Validation Sample and the Cross Validation Sample is an arbi-

' trary one. Tho test norms were developed on the basis of the results of
both samples.

A. Ponnsylvaaia - Validation Sample

Tho Genoral Aptitude Test Battery, B-1002A, was administered during tho

period March 19-23, 1956 to 60 Proofroaders209.699 employed by the Mack

Printing Company, Easton, Ponsylvania. The tested sample included all
of the 73 merkers employed on this job who volunteered to be tested. Of
the 60 workers tested, three were eliminated from the sample because cri-

terion data could not be collected for them. Thus,the final sample con-
sisted of 57 workers (53 women and 4 men).

Workers were selected for employment on the basis of an interview-with
the Personnel Manager. The company prefers college graduates and re-
quires at least a high school education for this job. An additional
requirement is passing a spelling test given by the company. There are

no age requirements.

Now workers are given three months of training by the supervisor of the

proofroom.

B. Tennessee - Cross Validation Sample

The General Aptitude Test Battery, B-1002A;mas administered to 48 female
proofroom workers in five establishments in. Nashville, Tennessee. The
establishments, the numbers tested, and the dates of testing are as follows:

Establishment

Baird4rard Printing,Oompany'
fMcQuiddy Printing COmPany::
Mothodist Publishing House:
E. T.. Lome printingLOampanY=.

BaptiO Sunday School Board'

liumber Tested Date

21
5

11

7.

Apri953
Marck1955
.Apri11955
Octelber 1953 and

July, 1955
SepteMber '1955

-
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The 48 persons tested included all proofroom workers employed at the
above establishments at the time of testing.

Table II-A shows tho moans, standnrd deviations, and ranges for ago,

education and experience for the Pennsylvania sample, the Tonnessoo sample

and the Combined Sample. Table II-B shows the Pearson produot-momont cor-
relations with each of the two criteria for the Pennsylvania sample and with

the criterion for the Tennessee sample.

TABLE II-A

Means (M), Standard Deviations (a) and Ranges for Age, Education and Experience
for the Pennsylvania Sample, the Tennessee Sample and the Combined Sample

Copy Holder .209,588
Proofreader -209.688

Pennsylvania Tennessee Combined

(N = 67) .(N = 48) (N = 105)

M o ,Range M o Range M a Range

Age (years) 30.9 11.6 18-62 38.5 10.2 21-63 34.4 11.6 '18-63

Education (years) 12.2 .7 12-16 11.4 1.5 8-16 11.8. 1..2 8-16

Experience (months) 85.2 92.8 3-411 71.2 76.2 4-324 78.8 85.5 3-411

TABLE II -B

Pearson, Produot-Moment Correlations with the Speed (r1) and Accuracy (r2) Criteria

for thePennsylvania Sample and with the Criterion (r) for
the .Tennessoe Sample for Age, Education and Experience ---,

Copy Holder-209,599
Proofreader 209.696

al---IseePenn..13ylv
57) (N = 48)

Age -.237 7.268* .134

Education -.1161 -.047 .288*

lExperience -.162. .135. .050
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The dnta in Table II-A indiento that the workers in the Ponnsylvn.nin somplo
tond to bo somewhat younger and have moro oducation than tho workers in tho

Tonnossee sample. Two of the correlations shown in Tablo II-B aro signifi-

cant. The nogative corrolation botwoon critorion 2 (accuracy of proofing)
and ago for tho Ponnsylvania sample indicatos that there is somo tondoncy
for tho younger workors to be more accurato proofors. Tho positivo corrola-

tion between the critorion (doscriptive rating scale) and education for tho
Tonnosseo sample indicntos that there is somo tendency for tho bottor odu-

catod morkors to receive higher ratings. Noither of theso correlations is

high, howovor. The data in Tablos II-A and II-B. indicato that the two MM.*.
plos are suitable for test dovelopmont purposes with respoct to age, educa-

tion and oxperienco.

III. Job Doscriptions

Job Titlos: Copy Holdor 209.588
Proofreador 209,688

COPY HOLDER (Tennessee)
Job Summary: Assists Proofreader to correct proof sheets of printed matter.

Roads original copy aloud to Proofreador, calling out punctuation marks and

spolling out unusual words, propor names and apostrophes. Follows through

original copy, mord for word, as Proofroader maids proof sheet aloud. Calls

attontion to any discrepancies between copy ana,proof. Rochecka second proof

after Compositor has made corrections.

Work Performed: Reads orignnal copy aloud: Takes original copy of material

to be reproduced and reads aloud to Proofreader who reads silently from proof.
Calls out punctuation marks and spells out unusual words, proper names, and

apostrophes.

Listens to reading of proof: Reads original copy silently while Proofreader

reads proof aloud. Stops Proofreader when original copy does not agroc 6ith

proof. Obsorves corrections made by Proofreader to learn proper printerst

marks, codes, style and torminoldgy. Sends proof to Compositor for coried-:,

tions and second proof.

Revises proof: Receives second proof from Compositor. Chocks in detail'the

lines, headings, etc., amitted from original proof. Makes ruler measure-

ments of margins and spacing and otherwise checks to see that proof conforms

to specifications. Returns proof, to Compositor for final corrections.

PROOFREADER (Pennsylvania and Tennessee)

, Job Summary: Reads and corrects proof while Copy Holder reads aloud from

oraginal copy. Reads proof aloud, mnking corrections when discrlepancies

.;between the original and proof are pointea- out-by -dopy Holaer:



ork rerformod: Listens to rending of original copy nnd makos corrections
on proof: Tnkos proof of printed material and reads silently while Copy
Holder reads original Copy aloud. Follows reading clonoly to dotcot errors
in tho proof nnd uson pencil to mako notations on tho proof to mako it coin-
cide with tho original. Employs a standard set of markingn and tochniquos
used by tho printing industry to indicate tho exact correction to be made on
the proof.

Roads proof copy aloud and makes additional corrections: Roadn proof copy
aloud whilo Copy Holdor reads original copy silontly. Calls out punctuation
marks nnd spoils out unusual words, proper names, and apostrophos. Makes
corrections on proof when original and proof copies do not agree.

READER, FIRST II (Tonnossee)
Job Summary: Roads typoscript or proof of type to detect and mark for
correction any grammatical, typographical or compositional errors before
proof is reviewod by Copy Holder and Proofreader. Chocks proof against
original copy when in doubt.

Viork Performed: Roads proof and makes corrections: Places proof and original
copy side by side on reading board and reads proof. "Watches for orrors in
spoiling, punctuation, grammatical construction, type size, bad letters, spac-
ing, etc. Chocks proof with original if questions arise, Marks errors in the
proof using printers' symbols.

NOTE: Proof is first reviewed by Reader, First II and subsequently by Copy
Holder and Proofreader who wOrk as' a team.

IV. Experimontal Battery

All of the tests of the GATB, B-1002A, mere administered to each sample.

V. Critoria

A. Pennsylvania - Validation Sample

A work sample consisting of a galley to be Proofread was used as the
criterion. The galley was made up of printed copy of extracts from
representative publications printed by the Mack Printing Company.
Twonty minutes were allowed:for proofreading the material which con.,
tainod 53 compositional errors. Since :ability.to proofread:is afun0-
tiOnof bOth Speedand.aceuracy, the completed worksamples were'scored
nep.n.ratoirfor.those.twocomponents. The two ctiteriOn mbasurcs.ob-

.

tcincd aroo.s..follOws:
.

P

2!.t
;:*
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1. Criterion 1 (Speed): The reading speed for completion of the entire
galley in the 20 minutes allowed is 59.3 words per minute. Using
this speed as tho base, a "percent of words completed" score for each
worker was computed by determining the number of words per minute
(iPM) road and substituting this value in tho following formula:

(WPM) (100)
Porcont of Words Completed

59.3

The mean speed score obtained for the sample was 96.6, the standard
deviation of the scores was 20.2, and the range of scores was 51.1
to 143.0.

2. Criterion 2 (Accuracy): A measure of accuracy or a "percentage of
errors dotoctee score for each worker was computed by 1) determin-
ing the number of errors not detected in the material completed, 2)
determining the number of errors prosent in this material, and 3)
substituting these vanes in the following formula:

(
errors not detected

Percentage of Errors Detected = 100 1 -
errors present

The moan accuracy score was 71.7, the standard deviation of scores
was 8.3, and the range of scores was 49.0 - 87.5.

Tho correlations between the speed and accuracy scores was .04, indicating
thnt those two criteria aro measuring different aspects of work performance.
Therefore, these twe criteria wore not combined into a single composite for
the validation analysis. Product-moment corrolntions with the aptitudes
wore computed for each criterion separately and the selective efficiency of
trial norms was evaluated against a dichotomized multiple hurdle oritorion
in which a critical score was set on each criterion separately.

B. Tennessee - Cross Validation Sample

Supervisors' ratings were used as the criterion. The ratings were made
on a three-item descriptive rating scale covering quantity and accuracy
of work performed and versatility of the worker. The items were arrived
at in discussion with supervisory personnel long familiar with proofroom
and composing room requirements.

Each item on the scale has five alternatives)lettered from a to o. A
rating of "a" indicates very law performance and was assigned a numeri-
cal score of 1; a-rating of "e" indicates very high performance and was
assigned a numerical score of 5. Ratings of b, c, and d were assigned
numerical scores of 2, 3 and 4, respectively. The total score on the
scale was the sum of the numerical values corresponding to the letters
of tho alternatives checked,for the three items.
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Some of the workers wore ratod twico and for these workers the criterion
score was sum of the two ratings. For those workers rated only once,
the rating was doubled. e, Thus, the possible range of criterion scores was
fram 6 to 30.

The actual range of scores was fram 6 to 30. Tho moan was 19.25 and the
standard deviation was 5.51.

VI. Statistical and Oualitative Analysis

The workers in the Pennsylvania and Tennessee samples wore performing
tho same or closely related job duties. In addition, tho data in Tables'
II-A and II-B indicate that the two samples are similar with respect to
age, education and experience. nhen mere than one sample of workers per
forming the same or closely related jobs are available and the data aro
comparable, it is desirable to combine the samples in tho analysis:when
statistically feasible because of the greater stability of results elp.
tainod on large samples. , Therefore, the data were analyzed both separately
and in combination where such cambination could be justified statistically.

Table III-A shows the means and standard deviations of the aptitudes of
the GATB for the:two samples 'separatelY and ,r01- the combined sample.
The moans and standard deviations are comparable to general working popu-
lation norms with a mean of 100 and a standhrd deviation of 20 for each
aptitude.

Table III-B shove the correlations between the criteria and the aptitudes
of the GATB for the two samples.

TABLE III-A

Means (M) and Standard Deviatiens (a) of the Aptitudes of the GATB
for Each Sample Separately and for the Combined Sample

Copy Holder 209.588
Proofreader 209.688

Pennsylvania Tennessee Combined
(N = 57) (N = 48) (N= 105)

Aptitudes

M M M

G-Intelligence 114.2 15.0 101.5 15.2 108.4 16.5
V-Verbal Aptitude 117.2 14.5 105.3 14.5 111.7 15.5
N-Numerical Aptitude
-Spatial Aptitude

115.7
100.9

15.1
18.1

97.4
97.8

15.5
15.8

107.3 ,

99.5
17.8
17.1

P-Form Perception 116.2 20.0 99.1 15.2 108.4 19.9
Q-Clerical Perception 13.7,' 17.9, 109.7 14.1 122.0 19.8
K-Moter Coordination 1:".1.* 15.0 109.9 15.8 116.4 17.5
F-Finger Dexterity 102.5 19.6: !96.:8.- 18.6 99.9 19.3
K-Manual Dexterity 99.5 18.2;

.

-94:5 19.4 97.2 18.9



?MILE IIT-B

Pearson rr4oet.°40nont Corratatikms with the Spood (r1) and Accuracy (r2)

Critoris for the reancylvImin nample nnd with the Criterion (r)

for the Tennessee Sample ror the Aptitudes of the GATB

Copy Holder 209.sR4
Proofrtvader 209.6,14

Aptitudes

Pennsylvania
(N1=;57)

Tonnosseo
(N = 48)

r1 r2 r

04atettiveatto .338* .053 .411**

' V-Nertial Aptitude .289* .105 .480**

404mmerice1. Aptitude .414** .156 .263

3.Srattal Aptitude .180 .102 .218

tWorm forrooption .258 .324* .060

141erica1 Perception .488** .071 .360*

It4Otor Coordination .198 .136 -.064

PAringer Dexterity .169 .152 .042

ro.ranual Dexterity .155 -.006 .022

* Significant at the .05 level
* Significant at the .01 level

The statistieal results wore interpreted in tho light of the qualitative

mmatysis et the meek performed hy proofroom workers. The following apti-

Lotto appear important from a qualitative analysis of the jobs of Copy

Voidor 14441, Proofreader 1-10.07 and Reader, First II 1-10.07:

bitialintp001(0) required to learn rules of grammar, punctuation,

een.sand te earn printers' mnrks, cedes, style and terminology.

Verbal Aptitude (V) . required to learn rules of grammar, punctuation,

atmgoand 6o understand verbal naterial when reading and listening to

reading of proof.

Form Pore tion required to perceive pertinent detail in proof

sue as ura , pen letters and margins, and to make visual dis-

orininatlans id checking proof against original copy.

Clerical Peirce tion (Q) - required to perceive pertinent detail in

prof, awth as r000gni1ng typographical errors, and to recognize

differences between proof and original copy.

Voter Coorditmtiglr412111alesitherity_in - requirod to

1TITORriatT7yea a nears n manipulating papers and making

proofreaders' marks.
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A comparison of the moan aptitude scores shown in Table III-A shows that, in
gen.,ral, the mean seems for tho Pennsylvania sample aro higher than those
for Lhe Tonnnssec sample. Although the differences between scores aro fairly
large, the profiles of mean scores for the two samples tend to bo parallel.
For the combined snmple tho highest mean scores, in descending ordor of magni-
tude, were obtained for Aptitudes K and V, respectively.

The data in Table ITI-B show thnt Aptitudes G, V and Q have significant
correlations with the speed criterion for tho Pennsylvania sample and with
the criterion for the Tennessee sample; Aptitudo N hns a significnnt corre-
lation with the speed criterion for the Pennsylvania sample; and Aptitude P
has a significant correlation with the accuracy criterion for the Pennsyl-
vania sample.

Based cn the qualitative and quantitative evidence cited above, Aptitudes
G, v, P, Q. and K warranted further consideration for inclusion in the test
norms. Aptitudes V and Q Wore selected for consideration because they ap-
peared important from the qualitative analysis of tho work performed, had
high moan scores, and significant correlations with the speed criterion for
the Pennsylvania sample and with the criterion for the Tennessee sample.
Aptitude G was selected because this aptitude appeared important from the
qualitative analysis, had a significant correlation with the speed critorion
for the Pennsylvania sample and with the criterion for the Tennessee sample.
Aptitude P was selected because this aptitude appeared important from the
qualitative analysis and had a significant correlation with the accuracy
criterion for the Pennsylvania sample. Aptitude K was selected because this
aptitude appeared Important from the qualitative analysis and had a high
moan score. Although Aptitude N had a significant correlation with the
speed criterion.for the Pennsylvania sample, this aptitude was not selected
for further consideration because there was no other evidence of significance,
qualitative or quantitative, for this aptitude. Aptitude F was not selected
for further consideration because of the general lack of statistical evidence
for this aptitude.

Various combinations of Aptitudes G, V, P, Q and K with appropriate cutting
scores wore selected as trial norms. The relationship between each set of
trial norm and the criterion (dichotomized as Indicated in section VII) was
determined for each sample separately and for the combined sample. A compari-
son of the results showed that norms consisting of G-85, V-l00, P-95 and Q-100
had better selective efficiency than any other set of norms tried.

In test development studies, an attempt is made to develop a set of norms
such that the cutting score for each aptitude mill be set at a five-point
score level close to one standard deviation below the aptitude mean of the
experimental sample. Adjustments of cutting scores from one standard de-
viation below thejnean are made to effect be4er selective efficiency of
the norms. In the ease of this study the aptitude cutting scores are each
within ton points of one standard deviation below tho aptitude moan of the
combined sample.



VII. Cen(:urrent Validity of TICrms

In order to computo tetrachoric correlation coefficients hetwocn the normr,
nnd the criterion for the two separate samplcs nnd for the combined samplc,
tho critcrion Cor each samplo waG dichotomized as follows:

A. Fonnsylvonia - Validation Sample: A multiple hurdle on specd nnd accuracy
scoresaas used FLU thc basis Vor forming the criterion dichotomy. In order
to givo spccd and accuracy cqual weights in the multiple hurdlo critorion,
tho speed and nccuracy cutting scores.wore onch sct at the sftmo number of
standard deviation units below tho moan. Tho cutting score on cach compo-.
nent was sct at .68 standard deviation units below the critcrion mean.
Thc .68 valuo was chosen so that the obtained cutting scoros, whorl applied
to thc data, would rcsult in placing as closo as possiblo to ono third of
the samplc in the low critcrion group.

B. Tennesseo - Cross Validation Snmnle: Tho critorion was dichotomized so
that one third of the snmple wollld be plecod in the low critorion croup.
This was accomplished by using 13 as tho critcrion cutting scorc.

Tables TV-A and TV-B show the relationship between tost norms consisting of
G-85, V-100, P-95 and Q-100 and tho dichotomized critorion for the Ponnsyl-
vania samplo and the Tonnessoe samplo, rospoctively. Table TV-C, a composito
of those two tables, shows the relationship between the test norms and the
critorion for tho combined sample. Workers in each low criterion group have
been dosignatod as "poor workors" and workers in each high criterion group
havo boon designated as "good workors:"

TABLE IV-A

Rolationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes G, V1 P and Q with
Critical Scores of 85, 100, 95 and 100, Respectively, and the

Dichotomized Criterion for the Validation Sample (PennsYlvania)

Proofreader i 209.688
N = 57

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Scores '

Total

Good Workors
,

5 34 39

Poor Ilbrkers 8 10 18
,

Total 13 44 57

rtet = .59

crrtet = .24

X.2 = 5.315

P12.4: .025

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between the
test norms and the criterion for the Validation Sample.
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TABLE IV-B

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes G, V, P and Q
with Critical Scores of 85, 100, 95 and 100, Respectively, and the
Dichotomized Criterion for the Cross Validation Sample (Tennessee)

Copy Holder 209.588
Proofreader 209.688

N = 48
Non-Quallfyi

Non-Qualifying,
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Scores .Total ;

Good Workers 13 19 32

Poor Workers 13 3 16

Total 26 22 48
1

1

rtet = .63

crrtet = .24

2 = 5.549

F/2 .03.

The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between the

test norms and the criterion for the Cross Validation Sample.

TABLE IV -C

Relationship between Test Norms Consisting of Aptitudes Go V, P and

with Critical Scores of 85, 100, 95 and 100, Respeotively, and the
Dichotomized Criterion for the Combined Sample

Copy Holder 209.588,
Proofreader 209.688

. _

N=105

Non-Qualifying
Test Scores

Qualifying
Test Scores Total

,

g
,

Good Workers 18 53 71

Poor Workers 21 13 34

Total 39 66 105

rtet = .55

(Irtet = .16
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The data in the above table indicate a significant relationship between the
test norms and thecriterion for the Combined Sample.

VIII. Conclusions

On the basis of mean scores, correlation coefficients, the job analysis data
and thoir oombined selective efficieney, Aptitudes G, V, P and Q with minimum
sooros of 85, 100, 95 and 100, respectively, are recommended as B-1002 norms
for the occupations of Copy Holder 209.588, Proofreader 209.6R8

The equivalent 8-1001 norms are G-90, 1T-100, P-95 and Q-100.

IX. Determination of Occu ational A titude Pattern

When the specific test norms for an occupation include four aptitudes, only
those occupational aptitude patterns which include three of tho four apti-
tudes with cutting scores that are within 10 points of the cutting scores
established for tho specific norms aro considered for that occupation. None
of the existing 22 occupational aptitude patterns meet these requirements
for this study. Therefore, none of the existing ocoupationtil aptitude pat-
terns is recommended for the occupations covered by this study. However,
the data for this sample will be considered for future groupings of ocoupa-
tions in the development of new occupational aptitude patterns.


